Abstract-Precise object pose estimation for robotics applications and augmented reality relies on final refinement and verification steps. However, interactions between objects and interactions with the supporting structures in the observed scene are typically not considered. In this work, we propose to integrate scene-level hypotheses verification with object-level object pose refinement guided by physics simulation. This allows the physical plausibility of individual object pose estimates and the stability of the estimated scene to be consider in a unified search-based optimization. The proposed method is able to adapt to scenes of multiple objects and efficiently focuses on refining the most promising object poses in multi-hypotheses scenarios. We call this integrated approach VeREFINE and evaluate it on two datasets with varying scene complexity. The generality of the approach is shown by using two different pose estimators and two different baseline refiners. Results show improvements over all baselines and on all datasets with the inclusion of our proposed VeREFINE approach.
I. INTRODUCTION Precise and reliable object pose estimates allow robotic systems to successfully grasp objects and to avoid collisions during their movements. The precision of many state-of-theart object pose estimation methods [1] , [2] , [3] depends on an additional refinement step. The reliability of the estimates is ensured through a hypotheses-verification step that is tasked with rejecting false estimates and selecting the final object pose estimates among the hypotheses [4] , [2] .
However, by treating object pose refinement and hypotheses verification as separate steps, the refinement cannot benefit from the scene-level information gathered in the verification process. In turn, verification only decides which hypotheses to include in the solution and does not influence the object-level refinement. Furthermore, errors such as object intersections or physically-unstable initial pose estimates are not dealt with by verification. They require physics to be considered during hypotheses creation.
Recent approaches combine object pose verification [5] or shape estimation [6] with physics simulation. However, they either treat physics and object pose refinement separately [5] or fully rely on physics for refinement [6] . By considering all combinations of hypotheses, the verification part of these methods is computationally expensive and results in frame times of up to 30s [5] . Krull et al. [7] propose to integrate object pose refinement and verification in a reinforcementlearned framework to efficiently allocate a given refinement The proposed VeREFINE approach (bottom) merging physics simulation and refinement to recover from poor pose estimates vs. the refinement iteration of the baseline [3] .
budget. However, the method does not consider physical plausibility of the pose estimates and the authors report a frame time of up to 34s. We propose to integrate hypotheses verification and an iterative physics-guided refinement procedure into a unified search-based method called VeREFINE (scene-level Verification with nested object-level Refinement) to overcome the limitations of previous methods (see Figure 1) . For Scene-level Verification (SV), we propose to find stable object configurations to reduce the search space using physics simulation. The set of object pose estimates that best fit the observation is selected by rendering-based verification. For Object-level Verification (OV), we propose Physics-guided Iterative Refinement (PhysIR) to efficiently spend a given number of iterations using a Multi-armed Bandit (MAB) policy. The refinement is provided with the scene-level object configurations for use in simulation. The SV uses the best estimate per object that is found by the OV. Through this integration, both parts support each other. This results in higher performance than treating these steps in isolation. In summary, the contribution is the • integration of object pose refinement, refinement budget allocation, and hypotheses verification into a unified search-based optimization, • physics-guided iterative refinement with renderingbased object-level verification, • exploitation of a fixed refinement budget, and • ensuring physical stability by scene-level verification. The proposed approach is evaluated on the LINEMOD and YCB-VIDEO datasets. Our method boosts the performance of existing state-of-the-art methods for iterative refinement by dynamically adapting to multiple objects and multiple hypotheses. With a frame time of 0.5s on LINEMOD and 5s on the YCB-VIDEO dataset, the proposed method is significantly faster than other verification approaches.
II. RELATED WORK Gravity, collisions, or full physics simulations relate the observed scene and the observer to the world they inhibit, which creates strong cues for orientation and admissible scene configurations. Fei et al. [8] propose to incorporate gravity as a cue in depth estimation, in what they call Geo-supervision. The segmentation method by Jia et al. [9] fits boxes that enclose candidate patches that are combined or split based on their physical stability. A similar reasoning to voxelized scene representations to segment and estimate the shape of objects is applied in [10] . In a robotics context, Furrer et al. [11] show the benefit of using physics simulation for object stacking. They propose a method for determining the target pose of irregular stones such that a structurally stable stack can be built by a robot. Song et al. [6] combine shape estimation with a physics-based verification using Monte Carlo Tree Search (MCTS). The MCTS searches the space of all combinations of given shape hypotheses by determining a stable stack of shapes. Mitash et al. [5] use physics-based verification and MCTS for object pose estimation. This is similar to our work, however, all hypotheses are considered at the scene level, which creates a huge search space. In contrast, we prune implausible combinations and reduce complexity by considering objects at the scene level and capsule their hypotheses in a nested object-level refinement. For each combination, the method in [5] runs Trimmed Iterative Closest Point (ICP) and a physics simulation. Thus, computation is spent on implausible combinations. By running physics simulation once after refinement, the method is more sensitive to the estimation of the supporting plane and the physical properties of the simulated objects. Our proposed solution of interleaving physics and refinement is more robust to these issues.
Previous work on object pose refinement exploits depth, RGB and object segmentation as input modalities. A seminal approach is ICP and its many variants [12] , [13] , [14] . More recently, deep learning based approaches to the object pose refinement problem have been proposed. RGB-based methods render intermediary object pose estimates and use CNNs to compute a pose update [15] , [16] . Instance segmentation is used to guide the computation of the pose update [17] , [18] . The refinement method proposed by Wang et al. [3] requires RGB-D images and instance segmentation as input. The additional depth cues are processed using PointNet [19] and combined with the RGB-based features from a CNN. During iterative refinement, the PointNet features are updated by processing the updated estimate's point cloud and the following pose update is computed.
Hypotheses verification approaches for object pose estimation show that considering multiple candidate hypotheses per object improves overall estimation performance. Vidal et al. [1] generate a pool of 200 object pose hypotheses using a Point Pair Features (PPF) pipeline, refine each hypothesis using Projective ICP and apply a two-step verification to determine the best estimate. Drost et al. [4] replace separate pose refinement with a clustering-based verification stage. Hypotheses in the top-scoring cluster are averaged to increase the accuracy of final pose estimate. SegICP [20] generates a pool of hypotheses by rendering the initial candidate pose at different camera angles. The resulting point clouds are compared to the observed point cloud and the highest scoring estimate is selected. Similarly, Xiang et al. [2] perturb an initial pose estimate to generate a set of hypotheses for better coverage of the solution space. All hypotheses are refined before scoring and selection. In contrast, Wang et al. [3] propose to estimate a pose confidence score jointly with per-pixel object pose estimates. The highest scoring estimate is selected and refined to compute the final estimate. Krull et al. [7] train a CNN to predict two different hypotheses scores for use during refinement and for the selection of the final estimate. They concatenate a feature vector containing the number of refinement iterations and distance to other hypotheses to the first fully-connected layer of their scoring network. On the scene level, Aldoma et al. [21] propose a scoring function that considers geometrical cues, clutter and conflicting hypotheses for multiple objects. An alternative approach is to exhaustively search the combination of hypotheses that reduces the discrepancy of the observed depth image and a depth rendering of the resulting candidate scene [22] . For more efficient evaluation of the search space, [23] consider equivalent combinations of hypotheses to reduce the search tree to a directed acyclic graph and explore using MCTS. Physics simulation is incorporated in MCTS to additionally consider the supporting relations between objects in [5] , [24] .
In this work, we verify the physical plausibility and scene fit of object hypotheses at the scene-level while refining and verifying individual pose hypotheses at the object-level. Thereby, we reduce the search space as compared to other search-based methods, are able to more efficiently allocate refinement steps to individual pose hypotheses and improve the quality of pose estimates by integrating refinement with physics simulation. 
III. INTEGRATING HYPOTHESES VERIFICATION WITH ITERATIVE PHYSICS-GUIDED REFINEMENT
Precisely and reliably estimating the pose of each object in complex, cluttered scenes yields several problems. On the scene level, every object requires stable support and must not intersect other objects. Also, parts of objects are hidden through occlusion. On the object level, the pose of an object must obey the laws of physics and plausibly explain the related visual observation. Previous work tackles subsets of these problems by different combinations of object pose refinement, physical simulation and hypotheses verification. Considering all mentioned problems at once, however, requires tight integration of the three approaches. To this end, we propose the approach outlined in Figure 2 .
Scene-level problems are addressed by iteratively building candidate scenes, which are represented as nodes in a search tree. Objects are added to the candidate scenes based on physical stability and a rendering-based verification score. The resulting SV is discussed in Section III-A.
Physical plausibility of hypotheses on the object-level is enforced by integrating physics simulation with iterative object pose refinement (illustrated by the tree nodes in Figure 2c ). Time spent on refinement is limited by a fixed budget, dynamically allocated based on the fitness score of the intermediary estimates. Section III-B discusses the OV in more detail.
The integration of SV and OV allows both parts to share information. For example, on the scene level, precise pose estimates per object are required to create stable candidate scenes. On the object level, the simulation of candidate hypotheses requires a stable estimate of the scene. The details of the proposed integration are discussed in Section III-C.
A. Scene-level Verification
The task of SV is to determine stable candidate scenes and to select the candidate that best explains the observed scene. By iteratively adding objects to candidates, SV grows a search tree in which each node represents a stable scene. We employ two strategies to guide the growth of this search tree. First, to contain the size of the search space, only objects that are in contact with the candidate scene are considered. This also guarantees that all candidate scenes are physically stable. Second, to reach an optimal candidate scene in limited time, a tree search policy selects the candidate that should be expanded next.
1) Finding Isolated Object Clusters:
The order in which objects are placed in a scene is important. Simulating an object without its support being present in the scene will yield incorrect results. Hence, not only all subsets of objects but also all orders of placing them in the scene have to be considered. This leads to an exponential growth of the search space with growing number of interacting objects. In SV, the growth is limited by clustering objects according to potential interactions and considering these clusters in isolation.
In contrast to the rendering-based clustering of object pose hypotheses proposed by Mitash et al. [5] , we utilize the physics simulation's collision detection. The collisionbased clustering first instantiates all objects in their initial pose estimate. The contact points between each object and all others are accumulated into an adjacency matrix that encodes interacting objects. Finally, separate clusters are determined by applying the Cuthill-McKee algorithm [25] to the adjacency matrix. This reorders the adjacency matrix into a block diagonal form where blocks correspond to clusters. Each cluster is treated in isolation to reduce the search space. In these clusters not all objects influence one another but rather only their adjacent objects. By only considering potentially interacting objects for growing the search tree, the search space is further reduced.
2) Search-based Verification: To contain the time spent per frame, the goal is to find an optimal candidate scene within a fixed number of search iterations. The regret of exploring suboptimal candidates instead of the optimal ones should be minimized. This is achieved by guiding the search using the UCB1 policy. Applying the UCB policy to tree search is commonly referred to as UCT or simply MCTS. MCTS consists of four phases that are repeated until the fixed number of iterations is spent. In SV the phases are implemented as follows: In the first phase, starting from the root that represents the ground plane, UCB1 is applied to select the optimal candidate scene until a leaf node is reached. This is illustrated in Figure 2a . The second phase, shown in Figure 2b , expands the search tree by adding one of the potentially interacting objects and creates a new child node that represents the new candidate scene. The third phase, the rollout, samples the reward that can be expected from selecting this candidate scene in consecutive iterations. This process is illustrated in Figure 2c . We apply OV to all objects in the candidate scene in the order they are placed. This way, the objects in the candidate scene are represented by their most plausible hypothesis. To simulate a final candidate scene, missing objects are added using a random pose hypothesis. Finally, the new candidate's reward is backpropagated to all nodes along the descent path and a new iteration is started from the root node. We define the reward based on the depth-discrepancy of the candidate and the observed scene based on the definition in [26] . Figure 2d gives an example for the used depth images. Note that, for a scene with a single object, this is equivalent to just applying OV. The proposed approach thus dynamically adapts to this variation in scene complexity.
B. Object-level Verification
The goal of OV is to decide which hypotheses to refine, how often to make refinements, and finally, decide on the best resulting hypothesis. The fixed amount of refinements that should be spent per object will be referred to as refinement budget. We propose to model the allocation of the refinement budget as a MAB. In addition, we present a physics-guided extension to iterative refinement methods, called PhysIR, that progresses the refinement towards physically plausible object poses.
1) Budget Allocation Bandit: An optimal refinementbudget allocation must trade-off exploration of different hypotheses and exploitation of promising hypotheses. A wellstudied approach to tackle the explore-exploit dilemma are policies for playing MABs. The idea is that playing an arm yields a reward that is sampled from an unknown distribution. The goal of the policy is to minimize the regret due to plays of sub-optimal arms in a series of plays. Analogously, we propose to minimize the regret due to refining a sub-optimal hypothesis. Each estimate in an object's estimate pool is modeled as an arm of a bandit. Playing an arm runs one iteration of PhysIR and returns the new estimate's verification score as a reward. The verification score is computed by determining the discrepancy between the observed depth and the rendered depth image as defined in [26] . In each iteration, the policy selects the most promising estimate to refine and updates its statistics for the next iteration. This procedure is repeated until the refinement budget is spent. Finally, the hypothesis with the best verification score is returned. We call this approach BAB. It is outlined in Figure 3 .
2) Iterative Physics-guided Refinement: Iterative refinement approaches generally consist of two steps [27] . First, features of the current estimate and the observation are associated. Second, an updated estimate is computed to minimize the distance between associated points. These steps are repeated until a stopping criterion is satisfied. However, iterative refinement can become stuck in local minima or even diverge from the true object pose. This translates to tilted, floating and intersecting object pose estimates.
These physically implausibilities are resolved by applying physics simulation. In addition, the physics simulation progresses the iterative refinement procedure towards the true object pose. Our proposed method, PhysIR, extends other iterative refinement methods to boost their performance. We add a physics simulation step before each iterative refinement step to create better initial estimates for each iteration. Figure 1 illustrates the procedure for one refinement iteration -while the baseline refinement cannot cope with the imprecise initialization, the proposed approach improves the initial estimate using physics simulation before feeding it to the refinement step. There are cases where simply simulating the estimate may move too far from the observation. For example, a bad initialization may lead to the object to topple over in simulation, which will invalidate all associations with the observation. This is contained by only updating the estimate's rotation around the object center with the simulated rotation. Thus, the estimated pose remains centered around the same point in space.
C. Integration of Scene-level and Object-level
For the integration, SV and OV need to share information about the candidate scene as well as the hypotheses of the candidate objects. Thereby, the tight integration of both parts allows for each subtask to benefit from the information gathered on both the scene and the object level.
The reasoning on physical stability at the scene level builds on the best refined hypotheses from the object level. In turn, the object level uses the current candidate scene from the scene level as the environment for simulation and refinement. As a result, the integration addresses the problem of physical plausibility on both levels in a coherent manner. In summary, the verification of individual hypotheses at object level help to guide the scene-level search towards more promising regions. The verification at scene level helps to avoid spending time on refining implausible scene configuration at the object level.
IV. RESULTS
This section presents the evaluation of our proposed approach on the LINEMOD and YCB-VIDEO datasets. Improvement over state of the art is shown by comparing to PoseCNN (PC)+DeepIM (DIM) [18] and DenseFusion (DF) [3] . The impact of the individual parts PhysIR, OV and SV is evaluated in an ablation study on YCB-VIDEO. Experiments with varying number of simulation steps and refinement iterations illustrate the need for a balance between physics simulation and iterative refinement. Finally, the is BAB compared with other budget allocation approaches.
Datasets: The LINEMOD dataset [28] is used to evaluate the performance in the single-object setting. The same test set as in prior work [18] , [3] is used, i.e., scenes 3 and 7 are excluded from the test set. YCB-VIDEO [2] is used in the multi-object setting. The reduced test set defined in [29] is used. It features test images with higher annotation quality [29] than the full test set used in [18] , [3] .
Metrics: For evaluation on LINEMOD, we use the AD, n
• , n cm and PROJ metrics as defined in [18] . The AD metric [28] uses the ADI metric for symmetric objects and the ADD metric for non-symmetric objects. For accepted estimates, the average distance between points in the estimated pose and points in the ground-truth pose may not exceed x · d where d is the diameter of the object. The n • , n cm metric [30] accepts the estimated pose if it does not differ from the ground-truth pose by more than a n
• rotation and a n cm translation. The PROJ metric [31] accepts estimates if the average distance between the 2D projection of points in the estimated pose and points in the ground-truth pose do not exceed n pixels. The criteria of the n • , n cm and PROJ metrics for symmetric objects must only be fulfilled for one of the symmetric ground-truth poses.
For the evaluation on YCB-VIDEO, the area under the accuracy curve (AUC) is determined by computing the recall for ADI thresholds between 0 and 10cm as defined in [2]. In addition, the evaluation procedure defined for the BOP 2019 challenge [29] is used as it thoroughly considers different aspects of object pose estimation quality at different precision levels. Scores are reported for all three metrics (MSPD, MSSD, MVSD) as well as the overall performance score (AR) that averages the scores of the metrics over all thresholds as defined in [29] . Baselines: Precomputed detections and segmentation masks are provided by [2] for LINEMOD and YCB-VIDEO. For PC we use the precomputed pose estimates from LINEMOD and YCB-VIDEO. For DF, we generated a pool of object pose estimates using the provided code and weights. The hypotheses pool consists of the highest confidence perpixel estimate and four uniformly random sampled estimates.
The generality of our approach is shown by applying it to two baseline iterative refinement approaches, namely DIM and the refinement network used in DF (referred to as DFRefine (DF-R) to avoid confusion with the pose estimation method of same name). The provided weights from [18] are used for evaluation of DIM on LINEMOD and the weights from [3] are used for evaluating DF-Refine on LINEMOD and YCB-VIDEO. DIM is extended by performing physics simulation before the rendering of the estimate. The extension to DF uses the estimate of the physics simulation to transform the input point cloud. We apply four iterations of DIM and two iterations of DF-R per hypothesis. The overall refinement budget per frame is n o · n h · n i , where n o is the number of objects in the scene, n h is the number of hypotheses per object and n i is the number of iterations per hypothesis. PyBullet is used as the physics simulation framework.
A. Comparison with State of the Art
The proposed approach is compared with two state-ofthe-art methods. PCNN+DIM refines a single hypothesis for a single object in the LINEMOD dataset. Therefore, VeREFINE is only influenced by applying PhysIR to DIM. DF+DF-R computes per-pixel pose estimates along with a confidence score for each estimate. The highest scoring estimate is selected and refined using two iterations of DF-R. For VeREFINE, we apply OV to a pool of five per-pixel estimates. As YCB-VIDEO contains multiple objects per scene, the results of VeREFINE also reflect the impact of the SV.
As shown in Table I and II, VeREFINE is able to boost the performance of both baselines on both datasets. The most significant improvement can be observed for the extension to DF on the LINEMOD dataset with an improvement of 21.3% on the 5
• ,5cm metric. The performance of DF-R degrades when the refinement procedure jumps between supposedly symmetric poses, for example shown in Figure 4b , with the eggbox upside-down and upright. The resulting error in terms of rotation violates the degree limit of the metric. This behavior can be observed in Figure 5 (bottom) and is due to DF-R minimizing the distance to the closest surface points, unaware that upside down is no valid symmetric pose for, e.g., the eggbox. Through object-level verification, VeREFINE is able to select the correct estimate for symmetric objects. On the PROJ metric, there is little room for depth-discrepancy verification to improve upon the performance of renderingbased refinement of DIM. Still, a significant improvement can be observed for the more restrictive thresholds of all three metrics. As with DF-R, largest improvement can be observed for the n • ,n cm metric.
B. Impact of the Individual Methods
The impact of the individual parts of the presented method is assessed by comparing results using the baseline DF-R to additionally using PhysIR, SV with PhysIR, OV with PhysIR and the full VeREFINE approach. Using SV only with PhysIR highlights the impact of considering multiple objects while using only OV with PhysIR shows the improvement due to considering multiple hypotheses. As shown in Table  III , adding OV to PhysIR results in the largest improvement of 2.9% on the AUC 2cm metric. While PhysIR considers a single hypothesis, a hypotheses pool of five pose estimates is used in OV. The combination with SV in the full VeREFINE approach results in a further slight improvement. Figure 5 (top) illustrates the impact of the number of physics-simulation steps on the frametime and the performance in terms of AR. Note that 0 simulation steps is equal to the baseline DF-R. A single step progresses the simulation by 5ms. For YCB-VIDEO, using ten steps maximizes performance while minimizing frametime. For LINEMOD, 100 steps are determined to be optimal with a frametime of 64ms for a single hypothesis. The impact of the number of refinement iterations per object is shown in Figure 5 (bottom). The comparison of the baseline DF-R with PhysIR supports the observation that physics simulation helps to keep iterative refinement from diverging and progressing it towards the true object pose. Note that DF-R is trained to use two iterations.
C. Balance of Simulation and Refinement Iterations

D. Choice of Budget Allocation Policy
We compare the proposed BAB to two other approaches for dealing with multiple estimates. Equal is inspired by the approach of Xiang et al. [2] that spends the refinement budget equally on all estimates in the pool before selecting the best scoring hypothesis. Exploit spends the full refinement budget on the top-ranking estimate, as in [3] . Table IV shows the results for using the UCB1 [32] policy with the BAB. All approaches and policies use DF+DF-R with PhysIR and a refinement budget of 2 · n h .
The equal approach is limited by the discriminative power of the scoring function. The reduced performance of exploit, on the other hand, is due to divergence of the iterative refinement when applying all iterations to a single hypothesis. See Figure 5 (bottom) for an illustration of this behavior. The BAB is able to overcome these limitations by dynamically allocating the refinement budget to the most promising hypotheses. Consequently, when a hypothesis starts to diverge, the remaining budget is used to explore other hypotheses. This results in an improved performance even though the scoring function is inferior to the confidence estimates of DF-R and exploit.
V. CONCLUSION
This work presented an approach for the tight integration of scene-level and object-level methods for object pose refinement and verification. The search-based hypotheses verification and the proposed physics-guided extension to iterative refinement benefit from this integration by being able to share useful information. The comparison with stateof-the-art methods shows that our integrated approach creates more precise and more reliable object pose estimates.
The use of physics simulation requires fixed structures on which objects can rest and an estimate for the gravity vector. This work uses 3D plane segmentation to determine a supporting plane and uses the normal to determine the gravity direction. For robotic applications, static objects with non-planar surface in the robot's environment map could be considered as supporting structures. An IMU, as shown in previous work [8] , could be used to determine the gravity direction to become robust to tilted or non-planar support.
An open issue for robot systems is the presence of a-priori unknown objects. The presented method is able to deal with unknown supporting objects as long as they can be approximated by a plane parallel to the detected supporting plane. If the interactions between known and unknown objects become more complex, the results of simulation will diverge from the true object pose. Incorporating shape estimation [6] , [33] would enable these cases to be considered.
